
READ IT &WEEP
Jamie:
[inside her bedroom in front of her computer]
it was the beginning of the end.
[she can’t focus with Lenny’s loud guitar in the background…screams]
LENNY!!

Is:
[then IS suddenly appears]
will you please drop the dramarama act? I’m totally bored with it.

Jamie:
Oh, I’m sorry, but, incase you hadn’t noticed, my life is falling apart.

Is:
falling apart? hello? your life is just beginning. or have you forgotten so quickly? we’re going to the Deep Blue Sea dance with Marco Vega.

Jamie:
we are. we’re going to the…No, no, no, no. I’m going to the dance with Marco. You are staying here.

Is:
Guess again. Do you think you could pull this off without me?

Jamie:
well…

Is:
[cut off]
any of this? the parties? the fan mail? Marco Vega?

Jamie:
yeah, but i was a great writer before you.

Is:
really? did your paper on mitosis get you on Mora Live? didn’t think so. Jamie, you and i are a team. we don’t need Sawyer or the populars. our book is on the national bestseller list. we get tons of fan mail every day. people love us.

Jamie:
yeah. only the people who don’t know us.

Is:
who cares, as long as they keep buying the book? 

Jamie:
i would rather have friends than fans any day.

Is:
yeah right.

Jamie:
i would.
[Is not convinced]
that’s it. Is is over. i am never writing another word about you.
[starts rushing to her computer to turn it off….then]

Is:
[cuts her off, stops her]
i wouldn’t do that if i were you. now, if you won’t think about yourself, and you’re not the girl i think you are if you won’t, then think about your parents. business is booming right now. and let me tell you one thing. that doesn’t have anything to do with the liver and onion pizza. so if you say goodbye to me, you say goodbye to the pizza parlor forever.
[beat]
so, what do ya say?
[sighs, they both shake hands.

BOTH:
[then…super annoyed they both yell to Lenny still playing his guitar loudly]
Would you knock it off? We’re trying to save the family in here!
[Jamie storms out, Is with a mischievous glare in her eyes..she won.]

